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The life of a family in a Chinese village. 
At the crossroads of tradition and the modern world, 

A Qiu, 12, the elder daughter, shares her life and her hopes.
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Th e Rice Paddy

Synopsis
A Qiu is a 12 years old girl; she is Dong, an ethnic minority from South China, a 

people with his own language, without writing but not without culture.
A people with rich artistic traditions.
A people who moulded mountains all around, and covered them with terraced rice 

paddy. 
A Qiu lives with his young brother, Abao, 8 years old; their grandparents raise 

them. To earn theirs living and make provision for the children, their parents left  to 
work in building site, at the capital of the Province.

Th e grandfather is an architect and builds the traditional wooden buildings, houses, 
covered bridges, and especially the famous Drum towers, these holly towers that are the 
emblem of each village.

A Qiu divides her life between studies at school, where they are teach in Mandarin 
language, and working in the rice fi elds helping her grandparents. At school she is 
confronted with modern life; at home, with her grant-parents, tradition is some times 
heavy to endure.

At fall, during the harvest, Grandmother died and, to assist the grandfather in 
paddy’ work, parents came back home for a wide. Family together again, links are 
reviving but future is not easy to look and everyone try to built it his own way.

Th e father wants to return to town where he was happy; the mother, in spite of 
herself, rediscovers the traditional songs of her youth, witch made her famous and 
appreciated. A Qiu studies passionately in order to pass the college exam. She dreams 
to become a writer one day. She envies her friend, Qiao Mi, who is already a woman, 
and is not anymore interested by school: HER goal is to be elected as the coming “Miss 
Dong” competition.

Abao, the young brother, is more attracted by games than school, he is concerned 
by animals, as the buff alo bought by his father to held in the fi elds.

As the seasons go by, tempo of life is done by paddy’ work, and we discover each 
ones’ hope, their own wished constructions of better life.

Fall is back again, A Qiu succeeded to pass in the new college, thanks to her marks 
and thanks to her mother who can pay the school fees with the vocal performances in 
the villages around.

In spite of diffi  culties, life is going on. Gradually, modern world saps harmony based 
on rice cultivation and the rites attached. A Qiu’ family try to adjust to new conditions, 
between tradition and modernity, and try to face to future as serenely as possible. But a 
fi re destroys the village…

Th is ecologic fable is the fi rst fi lm shot in Dong language – Original Tibeto-Burman 
dialect, with villagers, non-professional actors.

Th e Rice Paddy is the fi rst Xiaoling ZHU’s fi lm.
Xiaoling ZHU has been grown-up in this region, the Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous 

Region.
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About

XIAOLING ZHU
Author, director, Xiaoling ZHU, French nationality, was born in the 

Guangxi Province, South of China. She studied at the Beijing Cinema 
Academy, (scriptwriting department), and, at the same time, she worked 
at the Guangxi Movies Studios. She directed one fi ction fi lm for Chinese 
TV then, in the 90ies, she arrived in France. 

Th en started working as an author, directs and co-produces documentary fi lms and 
shorts. For several years, she worked on the writing and directing of her fi rst fi ction 
feature fi lm, “Th e Rice Paddy”. She shots the fi lm among the Dong community, an 
ethnic minority from Guangxi, where she grew up.

As a scriptwriter 

With “YU Circus”, feature fi lm script, she was prize winner at the 
Emergences”2000 (French International Movie Summer University).

Finalist “Best scriptwriter 2001 Grand Prix”

Price winner “Best scriptwriter CNC Trophy 2004”

(CNC, French National Cinema Administration)

Co-Scriptwriter for: He Dances for His Cormorants, 26’, (1993)

Director: Fred Fougea (Lords of the animals).

Prod. Boréales/Canal+, this fi lm received more than 40 prices

Emmy Awards nomination

She directed 

Deng Xiao Ping 52’ (2002) 

Prod: Transparences /TF1/Odyssée

Xiao Feng and his Lu Sheng 26’ (1998) 

Prod: Boréales/La Cinquième/Canal J 

Graz Film Festival Golden Camera Trophy (Austria), 

International Indian Adventure Film Festival 99.

Tangkas from Tibet 26’ (1997) 

Prod: VDP Diffusion: La Cinquième / National Geographic 1999, 

Kathmandu Film Festival and Graz Film Festival 2000, 

“Forum des Images” Film Festival “Focus on Tibet”.

Desert ghost 15’ (1993) 

Prod: Panda fi lms 

Feature/documentary fi lm shot on 35 mm.

Broadcast: Canal+

Divine horses 52’ (1992) Co-director: S. Pradinas. 
Prod: France 2. 
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Th e Rice Paddy

Cast

A Qiu Yang Yingqiu

Her mother Yang Xiaoyuan

Her father Wu Shenming

Abao, her brother O Xuexin

Her grand-father Shi Guangjin

Her grand-mother Xiang Chuifen

Qiao Mi, her friend Zhang Wu Qiao Mi

The truck driver Hou Jinming

The principal Wu Chen Gou

The teacher-1 Yang Haili

The teacher-2  Mo Yanzhi

Singer-1 Chen Aishen   

Singer-2 Wu Renjie

La narratrice, voix de A Qiu Yang Yinxi
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Th e Rice Paddy

Crew

Director  ......................................... Xiaoling Zhu

Writing credits ............................... Xiaoling Zhu - Simon Pradinas

Original music by ........................... Bruno Coulais

Cinematography ............................ Philippe Bottiglione

Sound ingeneer ............................. Dana Farzenahpour

Editing by ....................................... Pierre Haberer - Simon Pradinas – Xiaoling Zhu 

Sound editing by ............................ Elizabeth Paquotte

Re-recording mixer ....................... Eric Tisserand

Production manager ..................... Simon Pradinas - Lai Pingfan

1st assistant director ..................... Charles Liu

Location manager ......................... Qin Xiaoling

Assistant location manager  ........ Xiao Fan - Lao Cao - Xiao Lan - Yang Tongjie

Production adviser ........................ Zhou Gang

Dong adviser .................................. Yang Enwei - Wu Guizhen

Camera assistant .......................... Wang Baoce

Lights ............................................. Xiao Li - Wu Hui Jie

Sound engineer -2nd unit ............. Li Tao

Assistant sound -2nd unit ............. Xiao Zhu

Post-production ............................. Guy Courtecuisse - Christelle Didier

Grading .......................................... Guillaume Vermot-Gauchy

Colour artist ................................... Herbert Posh

Coloriste ......................................... Aline Conan

Foley artist ..................................... Minh Tu

Foley artist assistant ..................... Tu

Foley recording engineer ............... Dat

Foley supervisor ............................ Franck Desmoulins

Music mixer ................................... Didier Lizé

Music mixer assistant ................... Sylvain Mercier

Dong singers.................................. Yang Xiaoyuan – Wu Peiyan – Rong Meisan – Yang Tongjie

Translators Chinese-French ......... Charles Liu – Catherine Charmant – Jeanne Estager

Translators Chinese-Dong ............ Pr. Yang Tongjie

Produced by

Orient Studio Productions

Xiaoling Zhu – Simon Pradinas – Jean de Trégomain

with

Digimage Cinéma: Denis Auboyer – Vidéo de Poche: Herbert Posch – 3, 2, 1, Films: Guy Courtecuisse

Associate producers

Shen Long Production: Lai Pingfan – Shebula Productions: Jean de Trégomain

with

Mégapode: Gilles Lerat
Liuzhou City Tourism Offi ce, China

Sanjiang Dong Autonomous County, China
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Director’s intention

Th e movie was fi lmed over several 
seasons with the Dong people, farmers 
from generation to generation.

I met the 12-year-old girl who plays 
A Qiu, the main character in the movie, 
in an isolated village with no road and 
very little electricity. I was struck by how 
she loved to study. She was already a “little 
intellectual”, and the fi rst in her family to 
have learned to read and write.

I decided to make the movie from her 
point of view.

In the movie, she wants to become a 
writer because she loves legends, she loves 
to tell the stories she invents. Perhaps she 

feels the urgent need to record her culture 
and language, an unwritten language that 
could disappear.

Th e movie is close to the “neo-realist” 
tradition. It is purely fi ctitious, inspired 
by true facts and characters.  

It shows the reality of those families 
in which the parents go to work in far-
off  cities, and the grandparents raise the 
children, in addition to working in the 
rice paddies.

I am a native of this region and 
wanted to depict how, in day-to-day life, 
tradition and modern society sometimes 
meet, and sometimes don’t. 

Technical specs

Language: Dong, Chinese Ethnic Minority
Aspect ratio: 1.85
Sound mix: DTS Digital
color 
35mm French subtitles
35mm English sutitles
Digital copy DCP
Runtime: 82 minutes
Genre: Drama

Partners

 http://www.videodepoche.com

  http://www.cmc-video.fr

Festivals

November 2010

• Première at Louis Lumière’ Institut in Lyon 
• 19th Sarlat’ Film Festival
• 28th International Environmental Film Festival 

– Paris
• 11th International Digital Director’s Film 

Meeting – Paris
• 32nd Festival of the 3 Continents – Nantes
• 21th  International Stockholm Film Festival - 

Stockholm

December 2010

• 27th  International Montain Film Festival  – 
Autrans

• 13th Olympia Film Festival for Children and 
Young People - Pyrgos
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